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[Video Clips: A shot of the towers of Durham Cathedral shot through a window, the video then pans 
to reveal the inflatable D2025 logo at the end of a corridor. A shot of a man standing and facing the 
inflatable D2025 logo.]  

[Text: Cllr Amanda Hopgood, Leader of County Durham] 

[Cllr Amanda Hopgood]  Today is a huge milestone in the City of Culture bid, because we get to 
submit the bid to government and it is just beyond exciting to see what’s in that bid, to show what 
hope and aspirations we have for the future of County Durham and it is exciting to think that we 
could be the first City of Culture that is actually a county offer.  

[Video Clips: Various shots of a woman looking at the inflatable D2025 logo inside Durham 
Cathedral.] 

[Cllr Amanda Hopgood]  Nobody can do this in isolation so that is why we need partners on board, 
we need business on board, and we need our residents on board, and they have been instrumental 
in helping us to come up with the ideas that have gone into the bid.  

[Video Clips: Various shots of just the inflatable D2025 logo at different locations inside Durham 
Cathedral.] 

[Text: Tony Harrington, Chair of Culture Durham] 

[Tony Harrington] Today is a huge day for us and we are really excited because we have reached the 
point now where we are handing in the bid. We have worked really hard as a group. 

[Video Clips: Various shots of people (Amanda Hopgood, Steve Messam, Karen O’Brien, Tony 
Harrington) being photographed in front of the inflatable D2025 logo.] 

[Tony Harrington]. We have spoken to loads of people about this and we have got a fantastic bid to 
hand in today. Part of this bid is about encouraging artists to come and work in our county. We are 
very fortunate to have a fantastic artist Steve Messam who has created this installation today, North 
East Artist of the Year, but we want more and more artists working in Durham, so this is all part of 
the bid for us.  

[Video Clips: Various shots of a man (Steve Messam)  being photographed in front of the inflatable 
D2025 logo, in some shots the photographer is also visible.] 

[Text: Steve Messam, Creator of Durham2025 inflatable artwork.] 

[Steve Messam] It has been great to get involved and do something here, and it is great to create a 
piece that, that kind of brings some kind of context within the, within the place.  

[Video Clips:  An ariel shot of Raby Castle zooming away from the inflatable D2025 logo.  Various 
shots of the inflatable D2025 logo in the entrance to Raby Castle and then in locations inside 
Durham Cathedral.]  

[Steve Messam] Something you can move around, and talk about the variety of places, and although 
it looks the same it actually isn’t the same every place you put it, so it is about it fitting in each of 
those places. 

[Text: The Reverend Charlie Allen] 



[The Reverend Charlie Allen] We are really thrilled to be hosting the bid submission today here at 
Durham Cathedral. We are thrilled because this is such a significant point for us to get to this stage 
of submission. We are really excited about all that could come from this submission, and it seems 
very fitting to hold it here because Durham Cathedral has always been a place of celebrating culture, 
and it has always been a place of celebrating the people of this region.  

[Video Clips:  Various external shots of Durham Cathedral.]  

[The Reverend Charlie Allen] So, to draw the people together across the region to celebrate this 
really poignant phase today seems very fitting and really, really very important. 

[Text: Cllr Elizabeth Scott, Portfolio Holder for Economy & Partnerships at Durham County Council]  

[Cllr Elizabeth Scott] Durham’s bid is a county wide bid and it is really exciting for us because we are 
working with so many partners across the county to make this really inclusive and exciting. So, we 
have got Durham County Council, the Cathedral and the University, big players obviously in County 
Durham. 

[Video Clips: Various shots of a group of people in a corridor at Durham Cathedral talking in groups 
and taking photographs.] 

[Cllr Elizabeth Scott]. But then looking out to all of our cultural venues we have got Locomotion, we 
have got Beamish, everybody working together really through the Culture Durham partnership to, to 
bring their ideas to the fore and to generate some real new thinking and some exciting plans. 

[Text: Professor Karen O’Brien, Vice Chancellor of Durham University] 

[Professor Karen O’Brien] Specifically in terms of what we can bring to the bid. We have a fantastic 
student body who are already engaged in theatre, in music, in sport, in volunteering throughout the 
county and we think that we can really increase the way that we work in the partnership with the 
whole area through our student body.  

[Video Clips: Three people (Amanda Hopgood, Karen O’Brien, Tony Harrington) expressively talking 
and walking away from the inflatable D2025 logo. A group of people in a standing talking in front of 
the inflatable D2025 logo.] 

[Professor Karen O’Brien] But also, of course, through the wonderful expertise of our staff, our 
education department who work with schools across the entire area, who share big ideas, who 
enhance the creative curriculums in schools. And we think we can work together with businesses 
and creative industries which we have been doing for some time. It’s a magical combination.  

[Text: Sarah Price, Head of Locomotion] 

[Sarah Price] What we want in 2025 is to have the eyes of the world on Durham. We want it 
obviously because of the connection to the rail industry, but also want to really, kind of, highlight 
how important Durham was to that global railway story.  

[Video Clip: The inflatable D2025 logo visible in the entrance to Raby Castle.] 

[Sarah Price] So, partnering up with City of Culture means that we will be able to have the entire 
world looking at us, engaging with us. 



[Cllr Amanda Hopgood]  It is important that in the future anyone that is born and raised in County 
Durham, that is educated here, does not feel that there are not opportunities for them. We need to 
create employment and prospects so that everyone can have a quality of life that they wish to have.  

[Video Clips: The inflatable D2025 logo in the entrance to Raby Castle. An ariel shot of Raby Castle 
with the inflatable D2025 logo visible at the entrance.] 

[Cllr Amanda Hopgood]  This offers so much more than the title says, it offers a cultural change for 
the future of the county.  

[Text: Durham. No ordinary county. Follow County Durham’s bid for the UK City of Culture 2025. 
Durham 2025 logo. UK City of Culture Bidding City logo.] 
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